ALA Web Site Statistics


Overall Site Statistics:
	February	May
1.	Successful requests:	4,978,305 	4,289,271
2.	Average successful requests per day:	177,800 	148,521
3.	Successful requests for pages:	4,731,837 	4,236,597
4.	Average successful requests for pages per day:	168,998 	146,697
5.	Failed requests:	239,592 	498,608
6.	Redirected requests:	204,163 	108,014
7.	Distinct files requested:	172,186 	125,888
8.	Distinct hosts served:	526,146 	339,842
9.	Corrupt logfile lines:	2,224 	183
10.	Unwanted logfile entries:	411,138 	3,869,883


Above are the general over all statistics (using Analog’s web analysis software) for ALA’s site for February, before the web conversion, and May, the first full month after the conversion. In general ALA’s site has been steadily increasing in the number of monthly “hits”, most recently it has tended to be in the 4.5 to 5.5 million range depending on the month.

There are also slight differences in how the new website and old site manage their log files. From the statistics this is most notable in the “Unwanted logfile entries” numbers. For the old site this is low (400,000+) compared to the new site (nearly 4 million). The reason for this big difference is the old site kept a separate error log while the new site stores errors in the same log file as the rest of the server’s activity. For the May statistics the unwanted log entries includes every page that couldn’t be found as well as every time an image couldn’t be found—the lost images make up the greatest portion of this number and do not result in a failure to display the page the image is on. Line 5, “Failed Requests” is a better indication of browser requests that resulted in a “file not found” type error.

Statistics in General
All of these numbers should be appreciated only for what they are—general indicators. As a whole they can be useful, but reading too much into any of them except as over all averages isn’t particularly useful. What might not be absolutely apparent because the numbers from February to May are fairly close in most cases is that ALA’s site did change in very large ways that do affect browsing and viewing habits. Beyond even that, ALA’s site, is made up of a large number of “micro” sites that have their own structure and within each month these affect the over all numbers in different ways. (To clarify (hopefully) with an example, the Booklist site from the old ALA site was almost always one of the top 3 viewed sites by page count; however, it was a site that was broken up into a large number of smaller pages that were very conducive to people clicking through to a large number of pages.)


















Although the trend has been generally upward, a year-to-year comparison might be helpful.  Comparable May 2002 statistics were as follows:

May 2002 Site Statistics:
	
1.	Successful requests:	4,014,465
2.	Average successful requests per day:	129,498
3.	Successful requests for pages:	3,568,075
4.	Average successful requests for pages per day:	115,099
5.	Failed requests:	155,615
6.	Redirected requests:	183,780
7.	Distinct files requested:	71,114
8.	Distinct hosts served:	423,071
9.	Corrupt logfile lines:	7,087
10.	Unwanted logfile entries:	6,444


General Information for the Overall stats:

Lines 1& 3: Both lines 1 and 3 show essentially the total number of actual pages viewed. Line one is a bit higher because it includes all successful requests, not just requests for items defined as pages (a page being html, txt, pdf, or word documents). This number, for most sites, is usually much, much larger than the successful requests for pages (line 3), but it also usually contains the successful requests for images which neither site tracks because the information isn’t of any real use for ALA needs.

Lines 2 & 4: These are basically lines 1 & 3 divided by the number of days in the month.

Lines 5 & 6: Essentially failed requests are a distinct request from a browser that couldn’t be fulfilled. This includes lost pages as well as a number of other items. Among the other items are failures by Internet Explorer to find a “favicon.ico” file as well as hacking attempts (e.g. /_vti_bin/owssvr.dll ). Discounting the noise of strange requests and hacking attempts (which should be roughly constant) line 5 does give some indication of the amount or magnitude of lost pages between the old and new sites.

Line 8: The “Distinct Hosts Served” line is a count of the number of different individual machines that accessed ALA’s web site. As with other numbers, these are not perfect or absolute, but the numbers for February and May relative to one another are roughly comparable. But they also (possibly) point to another problem of comparing stats because of the “periodic” nature of ALA’s site traffic. The February numbers overall are probably showing quite a bit of higher traffic as carry over from the January conference. In particular the January announcements of a number of book awards (Caldecott, Newbery, and others) tends to inflate traffic to the site and is probably most evident in the February numbers from the number of different “hosts” that accessed the site.  For additional “rough” comparisons of this affect January had about 5.5 million page views and 517,000 different hosts served while December had only 4.0 million page views and 385,000 hosts served.


